The vast proliferation of sensor devices and Internet of Things enables the applications of sensor-based activity recognition. However, there exist substantial challenges that could influence the performance of the recognition system in practical scenarios. Recently, as deep learning has demonstrated its effectiveness in many areas, plenty of deep methods have been investigated to address the challenges in activity recognition. In this study, we present a survey of the state-of-the-art deep learning methods for sensor-based human activity recognition. We first introduce the multi-modality of the sensory data and provide information for public datasets that can be used for evaluation in different challenge tasks. We then propose a new taxonomy to structure the deep methods by challenges. Challenges and challenge-related deep methods are summarized and analyzed to form an overview of the current research progress. At the end of this work, we discuss the open issues and provide some insights for future directions.
video-based systems and sensor-based systems. Video-based systems use cameras to take images or videos to recognize people's behaviors [8] . Sensor-based systems utilize on-body or ambient sensors to dead reckon people's motion details or log their activity tracks. Considering the privacy issues of installing cameras in our personal space, sensor-based systems have dominated the applications of monitoring our daily activities. Besides, sensors take advantage of pervasiveness. Thanks to the proliferation of smart devices and Internet of Things, sensors can be embedded in portable devices such as phones, watches, goggles, and nonportable objects like cars, walls, and furniture. Sensors are widely embedded around us, uninterruptedly and non-intrusively logging human's motion information.
Challenges in Human Activity Recognition.
Many machine learning methods have been employed in human activity recognition. However, this field still faces many technical challenges. Some of the challenges are shared with other pattern recognition fields such as computer vision and natural language processing, while some are unique to sensor-based activity recognition and require dedicated methods for real-life applications. Here lists a few categorizes of challenges that the community of activity recognition should respond.
• The first challenge is the difficulty in feature extraction. Activity recognition is basically a classification task, so it shares a common challenge with other classification problems, that is, feature extraction. For sensor-based activity recognition, feature extraction is more difficult because there is inter-activity similarity [21] . Different activities may have similar characteristics (e.g., walking and running). Therefore, it is difficult to produce distinguishable features to represent activities uniquely. • Training and evaluation of learning techniques require large annotated data samples. However, it is expensive and time-consuming to collect and annotate sensory activity data. Therefore, annotation scarcity is a remarkable challenge for sensor-based activity recognition. Besides, data for some emergent or unexpected activities (e.g., accidentally fall) is especially hard to obtain, which leads to another challenge called class imbalance. • Human activity recognition involves three factors: users, time, and sensors. First, activity patterns are person-dependent. Different users may have diverse activity styles. Second, activity concepts vary over time. The assumption that users remain their activity patterns unchanged in a long time is impractical. Moreover, novel activities are likely to emerge when in use. Thirdly, diverse sensor devices are opportunistically configured on human bodies or in environments. The composition and the layouts of sensors dramatically influence the data stimulated by activities. All the three factors lead to heterogeneity of the sensory data for activity recognition and need to be mitigated urgently. • The complexity of data association is another reason that makes recognition challenging. Data association refers to how many users and how many activities the data is associated with. There are many specific challenges in activity recognition that are driven by sophisticated data association. The first challenge can be seen in composite activities. Most activity recognition tasks are based on simple activities, like walking and sitting. However, more meaningful ways to log human daily routines are composite activities that comprise a sequence of atomic activities. For example, "washing hands" can be represented as {turning on the tap, soaping, rubbing hands, turning off the tap}. One challenge stimulated by composite activities is data segmentation. A composite activity can be defined as a sequence of activities. Therefore, accurate activity recognition highly relies on precise data segmentation techniques. Concurrent activities show the third challenge. Concurrent activities occur when a user participates in more than one activities simultaneously, such as answering a phone call while watching TV. Multi-occupant activities are also associated with the complexity of data association. Recognition is arduous when multiple users engage in a set of activities, which usually happens in multi-residents scenarios. • Another factor that needs to be concerned is the feasibility of the human activity recognition system. Efforts need to be devoted to making the system acceptable by a vast number of users since human activity recognition is quite close to human daily life, which can be twofold. First, the system should be recourse-intensive so that it fits portable devices and is able to give an instant response. Thus, the computational cost issue should be addressed. Second, as the recognition system records users' life continuously, there are risks of personal information disclosure. Therefore, privacy is another issue that should be dealt with to make the system feasible in private spaces. • Unlike images or texts, sensory data for activity recognition is complex and unreadable. Moreover, sensory data inevitably includes lots of noise information on account of the inherent imperfections of sensors. So, reliable recognition solutions should have interpretability in sensory data and the capability of understanding which part of data facilitates recognition and which part deteriorates that.
Deep Learning in Human Activity Recognition.
Numerous previous works adopted machine learning methods in human activity recognition [79] . They highly rely on feature extraction techniques including time-frequency transformation [62] , statistical approaches [21] and symbolic representation [88] . However, the features extracted are carefully engineered and heuristic. There were no universal or systematical feature extraction approaches to effectively capture distinguishable features for human activities.
In recent years, deep learning has embraced conspicuous prosperity in modeling high-level abstractions from intricate data [112] in many areas such as computer vision, natural language processing, and speech processing. After early works including [55, 77, 164] examined the effectiveness of deep learning in human activity recognition, related studies sprung up in this area. Along with the inevitable development of deep learning in human activity recognition, latest works are undertaken to address the specific challenges. However, deep learning is still confronted with reluctant acceptance by researchers owing to its abrupt success, bustling innovation, and lack of theoretical support. Therefore, it is necessary to demonstrate the reasons behind the feasibility and success of deep learning in human activity recognition despite the challenges.
• The most attractive characteristic of deep learning is "deep". Layer-by-layer structures of deep models allow to learn from simple to abstract features scalably. Also, advanced computing resources like GPUs provide deep models with a powerful ability to learn descriptive features from complex data. The outstanding learning ability also enables the activity recognition system to analyze multimodal sensory data for accurate recognition deeply. • Diverse structures of deep neural networks encode features from multiple perspectives. For example, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are competent in capturing the local connections of multimodal sensory data, and the translational invariance introduced by locality leads to accurate recognition [57] . Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) extract the temporal dependencies and incrementally learn information through time intervals so are appropriate for streaming sensory data in human activity recognition. • Deep neural networks are detachable and can be flexibly composed into unified networks with one overall optimization function, which makes allowance for miscellaneous deep learning techniques including deep transfer learning [2] , deep active learning [50] , deep attention mechanism [101] and other not systematic but as effective solutions [64, 93] . Works that adopted these techniques cater to various challenges in deep learning.
Key Contributions.
Hundreds of deep learning methods have been explored for human activity recognition in recent years. Very few works aim at giving a comprehensive review of current progress. Wang et al. [154] surveyed a number of deep learning methods for sensor-based human activity recognition. Nweke et al. [104] presented a survey on mobile and wearable sensor-based activity recognition and categorized the deep learning methods into generative, discriminative, and hybrid methods. Li et.al [84] introduced different deep neural networks for radar-based activity recognition. However, there are still no works review the state-of-the-art works from the perspective of the challenges of human activity recognition and how motivated deep learning models and techniques are developed to be challenge-specific. Compared with the previous surveys, the key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We conduct a comprehensive survey of deep learning approaches for sensor-based human activity recognition. Our work provides a panorama of current progress and an in-depth analysis of the reviewed methods to serve both novices and experienced researchers. • We propose a new taxonomy of deep learning methods in the view of challenges of activity recognition. Challenges stimulated by different reasons are presented for the readers to scan which research direction is of interest. We summarize the state-of-the-art and analyze how specific deep networks or deep techniques can be applied to address the challenges. Moreover, we provide information on available public datasets and their extension to evaluate specific challenges. The new taxonomy aims to build a problem-solution structure with a hope to suggest a rough guideline when readers are selecting their research topics or developing their approaches. • We discuss some rarely explored issues in this field and point out potential future research directions.
SENSOR MODALITY AND DATASETS

Sensor Modality
The performance of an activity recognition system depends crucially on the used sensor modality. In this section, we classify the sensor modalities into four strategies: wearable sensors, ambient sensors, object sensors, and other modalities.
Wearable Sensor.
As wearable sensors can directly and efficiently capture body movements, they are the most commonly used for human activity recognition. These sensors can be freely integrated into smartphones, watches, bands, and even clothes.
Accelerometer. An accelerometer is a device used to measure acceleration which is the rate of change of the velocity of an object. The measuring unit is meters per second squared (m/s 2 ) or Gforces (д). The sampling frequency is usually in the range of tens to hundreds of Hz. For recognizing human activities, accelerometers can be mounted on various parts of a body, such as the waist [7] , arm [173] , ankle [10] , wrist [61] , et al. There are three axes in an often-used accelerometer. Therefore, a tri-variate time series would be achieved through an accelerometer. Gyroscope. A gyroscope is a device that measures orientation and angular velocity. The unit of angular velocity is measured in degrees per second (°/s). The sampling rate is also from tens to hundreds of Hz. A gyroscope is usually integrated with an accelerometer and amounted on the same body parts. In addition, a gyroscope has three axes and consequently provides three time sequences as well.
Magnetometer. A magnetometer is another widely used wearable sensor for activity recognition, which is generally assembled with an accelerometer and a gyroscope into an inertial unit. It measures the change of a magnetic field at a particular location. The measurement units are Tesla (T ), and the sampling rate is from tens to hundreds of Hz as well. Likewise, there are usually three axes in a magnetometer. Electromyography (EMG). An EMG sensor is used to evaluate and record the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles. Different from the above three kinds of sensors, EMG sensors require to be attached directly to human skin. As a result, it is less commonly used in conventional scenarios but more suitable for fine-grained motions such as hand [194] or arm [159] movements and facial expressions. The EMG provides a univariate time series of signal amplitudes. Electrocardiography (ECG). ECG is another biometric tool for activity recognition that measures the electrical activities generated by the heart. It also requires the sensor to contact the human's skin directly. As different people's hearts vibrate in significantly different ways, the ECG signals are difficult for processing subject variations. An ECG sensor provides a univariate time series data.
Ambient
Sensor. Ambient sensors are usually embedded in the environment to capture the interactions between humans and the environment. Unlike wearable sensors, a unique advantage of ambient sensors is that they can be used to detect multi-occupant activities. In addition, the ambient sensors can also be adopted for in-door localizing, which is difficult for wearable sensors to achieve.
WiFi. WiFi is a local-area wireless network connection technology which uses a transmitter to send signals to a receiver. The basis of the WiFi-based human activity recognition is that human's movements and locations interfere with the signals' propagation path from the transmitter to the receiver, including both the direct propagation path and the reflecting propagation path. The received signal strength (RSS) of WiFi signals is the most easily used and measured metric for activity recognition [48] . However, RSS is not stable even when there is no dynamic change in the environment. A more advanced WiFi signal metric of channel state information (CSI) has been recently widely explored for activity recognition from both amplitude and phase aspects [171] . In addition to coarse activities like walking and jogging, CSI can also be used to recognize small movements like lip movements [152] , keystrokes [5] , and heartbeats [156] . Radio-frequency identification (RFID). RFID uses electromagnetic fields to automatically identify and track the tags attached to objects, which contains electronically stored information. There are two kinds of RFID tags: active and passive tags. Active tags rely on a local power source (such as a battery) to continuously broadcast their signals that can be detected hundreds of meters away from an RFID reader. In contrast, passive RFID tags collect energy from a nearby RFID reader's interrogating radio waves to send its stored information. Thus, passive RFID tags are much cheaper and lighter. RSS is the mostly adopted tool for RFID-based activity recognition [85, 167] . The working mechanism is that human's movements would change the single strength received by the RFID reader. Radar. Different from WiFi and RFID whose transmitters and receivers need to be placed on the opposite sides, radar transmitters and antennas are mounted on the same side of users. Doppler effect is the basis of the radar-based system [84, 134] . Current research mostly adopts spectrograms for representing the Doppler effect and utilizes deep learning methods to process the spectrograms [134, 165] . with surroundings in practical scenarios. As a result, incorporating the information on using objects is crucial for recognizing more complex human activities.
Radio-frequency identification (RFID). Regarding the cost-efficiency, reliability, and easy implementation, RFID sensors are the most widely used for identifying object usage. When acting as object sensors rather than ambient sensors, RFID tags are needed to be attached to the target objects such as mugs, books, computers, and toothpaste [20] . In the detection phase, a worn RFID reader is also needed. Considering both the convenience and efficiency, wrist-worn RFID readers are one of the most adopted alternatives [41, 138] . Since an object needs a unique RFID tag, and a user is generally close to the objects when being used, most research favors passive RFID tags [20] . The reading of an object sensor is processed to be binary marks for indicating whether the object is used.
Other
Modalities. In addition to the above sensor modalities, there are other modalities that have particular applications. Audio Sensor. Modern mobile devices normally have a built-in pair of a speaker and a microphone, which can be used to recognize human activities. The speaker is used to transmit ultrasound signals, and the microphone is used to receive the ultrasound signals. The basis is that the ultrasound would be modified by human movements and thus reflects the motion information. This modality is particularly suitable for recognizing human's fine-grained movements as control commands of mobile devices since no external devices or signals are required [128] . Other potential applications are also exploited. For example, Lee et al. proposed to use the ultrasound signals from a worn pair of speaker and microphone to recognize chewing activities [81] . Pressure Sensor. Unlike the above ambient sensing modalities which use electromagnetic or sound waves to grasp human activities, the pressure sensor depends on mechanical mechanisms, which requires direct physical contact. It can be embedded in either smart environments or wearable equipment. When implanted in the smart environment, pressure sensors can be deposited at diverse places, such as a chair [31] , a table [31] , a bed [42] , and the floor [117] . Due to its characteristics of physical contact, small movements or various static postures can be detected. Therefore, it may be suitable for particular scenarios like exercise monitoring (pressure sensors under a fitness mat) [31] and writing posture corrections [80] . When working as wearable devices, pressure sensors can particularly be used for energy harvest and thus realize self-powered applications [71] . They are usually installed in shoes [131] and wrist bands [69] as well as on human's chests [98] .
Datasets
There is an amount of publicly available human activity recognition datasets for various research purposes. We summarize some of the most popular ones in Table 1 , which contains the data acquisition context, number of subjects, number of activities, sensor types, and potential challenge tasks they can be used in. In the data acquisition context, "daily living" refers to subjects performing common daily living activities under instructions. The challenges are further detailedly explained in Section 3.
CHALLENGES AND TECHNIQUES
Feature Extraction
While progress has been made, human activity recognition remains a challenging task. This is partly due to the broad range of human activities as well as the rich variation in how a given activity can be performed. Using features that clearly separate activities is crucial. Feature extraction is one of the key steps in human activity recognition since it can capture relevant information to differentiate various activities. The accuracy of activity recognition approaches dramatically depends on the 3.1.1 Temporal Feature Extraction. Typically, human activity is a combination of several continuous basic movements and can last from a few seconds to up to several minutes. Therefore, considering the relatively high sensing frequency (tens to hundreds Hz), the data of human activity is represented by time-series signals. In this context, the basic streaming movements are more likely to exhibit a smooth fluctuation, while, in contrast, the transitions between consecutive basic movements may induce substantial changes. In order to capture such signal characteristics of human activities, it is essential to extract useful temporal features of both within and between successive basic movements. Some researchers manage to adopt traditional methods to extract temporal features and use deep learning techniques for the following activity recognition. Basic signal statistics and waveform traits such as mean and variance of time-series signals are commonly applied handcrafted features for early-stage deep learning activity recognition [150] . This kind of feature is coarse and lacks scalability. A more advanced temporal feature extraction approach is to exploit the spectral power changes as time evolves by converting the time series from the time domain to the frequency domain. A general example structure is shown in Figure 1 (a), where a 2D-CNN is usually used to process the spectral features. In [67] , Jiang and Yin applied the Short-time Discrete Fourier Transform (STDFT) to time-serial signals and constructed a time-frequency-spectral image. Then, CNN is utilized to handle the image for recognizing simple daily activities like walking and standing. More recently, Laput and Harrison [78] developed a fine-grained hand activity sensing system through the combination of the time-frequency-spectral features and CNNs. They demonstrated 95.2% classification accuracy over 25 atomic hand activities of 12 people. The spectral features can not only be used for the wearable sensor activity recognition but also be used for the device-free activity recognition. Fan et al. [40] proposed to develop time-angle spectrum frames for representing the spectral power variations along time in different spatial angles of the RFID signals.
Since one of the most favorable advantages of the deep learning technology is the impressive power of automatic feature learning, extracting temporal features by a neural network is favorable to construct an end-to-end deep learning model. The end-to-end learning manner facilitates the training procedure and mutually promotes the feature learning and recognition processes. Various deep learning approaches have been applied for temporal information extraction, including RNN, temporal CNN, and their variants. RNN is a widely applied deep temporal feature extraction approach in many fields [96, 182] . Traditional RNN cells suffer from vanishing/exploding gradients problems, which limits the application of EEG analysis. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units that have overcome this issue are usually used to build an RNN for temporal feature extraction [45] . The depth of an effective LSTM-based RNN needs to be at least two when processing sequential data [70] . As the sensor signals are continuous streaming data, a sliding window is generally used to segment the raw data to individual pieces, each of which is the input of an RNN cell [30] . A typical LSTM-based structure for temporal feature extraction is illustrated in Figure 1 (b). The length and moving step of the sliding window are hyper-parameters that need to be carefully tuned for achieving satisfying performance. Besides the early application of the basic LSTM network, continuing research of diverse RNN variants is also being investigated in the human activity recognition field. The Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) structure that has two conventional LSTM layers for extracting temporal dynamics from both forward and backward directions is an important variant of the RNN in various domains including human activity recognition [63] . In addition, Guan and Plötz [49] proposed an ensemble approach of multiple deep LSTM networks and demonstrated superior performance to individual networks on three benchmark datasets. Aside from the variants of the RNN structure, some researchers also studied different RNN cells. For example, Yao et al. [169] leveraged the Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) instead of LSTM cells to construct an RNN and applied it to activity recognition. However, some studies revealed that the other sorts of RNN cells could not provide notably superior performance to the conventional LSTM cell concerning classification accuracy [45] . On the other hand, due to its computational efficiency, GRUs are more suitable for mobile devices where the computation resources are limited. CNN is another favorable deep learning architecture for temporal feature extraction. Unlike RNN, a temporal CNN does not need a sliding window for segmenting streaming data. The convolution operations with small kernels are directly applied along the temporal dimension of sensor signals so that local temporal dependencies can be captured. Some works employed one-dimensional (1D) convolutions on the individual univariate time series signals for temporal feature extraction [37, 46, 125, 126, 164] . When there were multiple sensors or multiple axes, multivariate time series would be yielded, thus requiring the 1D convolutions to be applied separately. Figure 1 (c) presents a typical 1D-CNN structure for temporal feature handling. Conventional 1D CNNs usually have a fixed kernel size, and thus can only discover the signal fluctuations within a fixed temporal range. Considering this gap, Lee et al. [82] combined multiple CNN structures of different kernel sizes to obtain the temporal features from different time scales. However, the multi-kernel CNN structure would consume more computational resources, and the temporal scale that a pure CNN could explore is inadequate as well. Furthermore, if a large time scale is desirable, a pooling operation would be commonly used between two CNN layers, which would cause information loss. Xi et al. [160] applied a deep dilated CNN to time series for solving the issues. The dilated CNN uses dilated convolution kernels instead of the standard convolutional kernels to expand the convolution receptive field (i.e., time length) with no loss of resolution. Because the dilated kernel only adds empty elements between the elements of the conventional convolution kernel, it does not require an extra computational cost. In addition to the consideration of various temporal scales, the temporal disparity of different sensing modalities (e.g., different sensors, axes, or channels) is also a critical concern since commonly used CNN treats different modalities in the same way. To resolve this concern, Ha and Choi [54] presented a new CNN structure that had specific 1D CNNs for different modalities for learning modality-specific temporal characteristics. With the development of the CNNs, other kinds of CNN variants are also considered for effectively embedding temporal features. Shen et al. [135] utilized the gated CNN for daily activity recognition from audio signals and showed superior accuracy to the naive CNN. Long et al. adopted residual blocks to build a two-stream CNN structure dealing with different time scales.
Developing a deep hybrid model to explore different views of temporal dynamics is another attractive trend in the human activity recognition community. In light of the advantages of CNN and RNN, Ordóñez and Roggen [106] proposed to combine CNNs and LSTMs for both local and global temporal feature extraction. Xu et al. [162] adopted the advanced Inception CNN structure for different scales of local temporal feature extraction and took the GRUs for efficient global temporal representations. Yuki et al. [172] employed a dual-stream ConvLSTM network with one stream handling smaller time length and the other one handling more substantial time length to analyze more complex temporal hierarchies. Zou et al. [195] induced an Autoencoder to first enhance feature extractions and then applied the cascade CNN-LSTM to extract local and global features for WiFi-based activity recognition. On the other hand, Gumaei et al. [51] proposed a hybrid model of different types of recurrent units (SRUs and GRUs) for handling different aspects of temporal information. Some research has further demonstrated that the combination of diverse sensing modalities can obtain better results than one particular sensor only [52] . As a result, learning the inter-modality correlations along with the intra-modality information is a major challenge in the field of deep learning-based human activity recognition. The sensing modality fusion can be performed following two strategies: Feature Fusion (Figure 2 (a)) that combines different modalities to produce single feature vectors for classification; and Classifier Ensemble (Figure 2 (b)) in which outputs of classifiers operating only on features of one modality are blended together. Münzner et al. [100] investigated the feature fusion manner of deep neural networks for multimodal activity recognition. They organized the fusion manners into four categories according to different fusion stages within a network. However, their study focuses on CNN-based architectures only. Here, we extend their definitions of feature fusion manners to all deep learning architectures and manage to reveal more insights and specific considerations.
Early Fusion (EF). This manner fuses the data of all sources at the beginning, irrespective of sensing modalities. It is attractive in terms of simplicity as a strategy though it is at risk of missing detailed correlations. A simple fusion approach in [82] transformed the raw x, y, and z acceleration data into a magnitude vector by calculating the Euclidean norm of x, y, and z values. Gu et al. [47] stacked the time serial signals of different modalities horizontally into a single 1D vector and utilized a denoising autoencoder to learn robust representations. The output of the intermediate layer was used to feed the final softmax classifier. In contrast, Ha et al. [55] proposed to vertically stack all signal sequences to form a 2D matrix and directly applied 2D-CNNs to simultaneously capture both local dependencies over time as well as spatial dependencies over modalities. In [53] , the authors preprocessed the raw signal sequence of a single modality into a 2D format but by simply reorganizing, and stacked all modalities along the depth dimension to finally achieve 3D data matrices. Afterwards, they applied a 3D-CNN to exploit the inter-and intra-modality features. However, conventional CNN is restricted to explore the correlations of neighboring arranged modalities and thus misses the relations between the nonadjacent modalities. To solve this issue, unlike naturally organizing various data sources, Jiang and Yin [67] assembled signal sequences of different modalities into a novel arrangement where every signal sequence has the chance to be adjacent to every other sequence. This organization facilitates the DCNN to extract elaborated correlations of individual sensing axes. Dilated convolution is another solution to exploiting nonadjacent modalities without information loss and extra computational expenses [161] . In addition to wearable sensors, RFID-based activity recognition requires the fusion of multiple RFID signals as well, and CNNs are also commonly used for the early fusion manner [86] .
Sensor-based Fusion (SF). In contrast to EF, SF fist considers each modality individually and then fuses different modalities afterwards. Such an architecture not only extracts modality-specific information from various sensors but also allows flexible complexity distribution since the structures of the modality-specific branches can be different. In [115, 116] , Radu et al. proposed a fully-connected deep neural network (DNN) architecture to facilitate the intra-modality learning. Independent DNN branches are assigned to each sensor modality, and a unifying cross-sensor layer merges all the branches to uncover the inter-modality information. Yao et al. [169] vertically stacked all axes of a sensor to form 2D matrices and designed individual CNNs for each 2D matrix to learn the intra-modality relations. The sensor-specific features of different sensors are then flattened and stacked into a new 2D matrix before being fed into a merge CNN for further extracting the interactions among different sensors. A more advanced fusion approach was proposed by Choi et al. [34] to efficiently fuse different modalities by regulating the level of contribution of each sensor. The authors designed a confidence calculation layer for automatically determining the confidence score of a sensing modality, and then the confidence score was normalized and multiplied with pre-processed features for the following feature fusion of addition. Instead of fusing sensor-specific feature only at the late stage, Ha and Choi [54] proposed to create a vector of different modalities at the early stage as well and to extract the common characteristics across modalities along with the sensor-specific characteristics; then both kinds of features are fused at the later part of the model.
Axis-based Fusion (AF). This manner treats signal sources in more detail by handling each sensor axis separately. In such a way, the interference between different sensor axes is gotten rid of. [100] referred this manner to Channel-based late fusion (CB-LF). Nevertheless, the sensor channel may be confused with the "channel" in CNNs, so we use the term "axis" instead in this paper. A commonly used AF strategy is to design a specific neural network for each univariate time series of each sensing channel [176, 191] . The information representations from all channels are concatenated at last for input into a final classification network. 1D-CNNs are widely used as the feature learning network of each sensing channel. Dong and Han [36] proposed to use separable convolution operations to extract the specific temporal features of each axis and concatenate all the features before feeding a fully-connected layer. In the studies of applying deep learning to hand-crafted features, the axis-specific process is a requirement. For instance, in [64] , temporal features of acceleration and gyro signals are first represented by FFT spectrogram images and then vertically combined into a larger image for the following DCNN to learn inter-modality features. Furthermore, some research combined the spectrogram images along the depth dimension to establish a 3D format [78] , which could be easily handled by 2D CNNs with the depth dimension as the CNN input channel.
Shared-filter Fusion (SFF). Same to the AF approach, this manner processes the univariate time-serial data of a sensor axis independently. However, the same filter is applied to all time sequences. Therefore, the filters are influenced by all input members. Compared to the AF manner, SFF is more simple and contains fewer trainable parameters. The most popular approach of SFF is to organize the raw sensing sequences into a 2D matrix by stacking along the modality dimension, and then to apply a 2D-CNN to the 2D matrix with 1D filters [37, 164, 174] . As a result, the architecture is equivalent to applying identical 1D-CNNs to different univariate time series. Although the features of all sensing modalities are not merged explicitly, they communicate with each other by the shared 1D filters. Classifier Ensemble. In addition to fusing features before interference, the integration of multiple modalities can be done by blending the recognition results from each modality as well. A range of ensemble approaches have been developed for fusing recognition results to yield an overall inference. For example, Guo et al. [52] proposed to use MLPs to create a base classifier for each sensing modality and incorporate all classifiers by assigning ensemble weights in the classifier level. When building the base classifiers, the authors not only considered the recognition accuracy but also emphasized the diversity of the base classifiers by inducing diversity measures. Thus, the diversity of different modalities is preserved, which is critical to overcoming the over-fit issues and to improving the overall generalization ability. Besides the conventional classifier ensemble, Khan et al. [73] targeted the fall detection problem and introduced an ensemble of the reconstruction error from the autoencoder of each sensing modality.
The most attractive benefit of the classifier ensemble method is the scalability of additional sensors. A well-developed model of a specific sensing modality can be easily merged into an existing system by configuring the ensemble part only. Reversely, when a sensor is removed from a system, the recognition model can be freely adapted to this hardware change. Nevertheless, an intrinsic shortcoming of the ensemble fusion is that the inter-modality correlations may be underestimated due to the late fusion stage.
3.1.3 Statistical Feature Extraction. Different from the deep learning-based feature extraction, feature engineering-based methods are able to extract meaningful features, such as statistical information. However, domain knowledge is usually required for manually designing such kind of features. Recently, Qian et al. [114] managed to develop a Distribution-Embedded Deep Neural Network (DDNN) to integrate the statistical feature extraction process into an end-to-end for activity recognition. It encoded the idea of kernel embedding of distributions into a deep architecture, such that all orders of statistical moments could be extracted as features to represent each segment of sensor readings, and further used for activity classification in an end-to-end training manner. To be specific, the authors aimed to design a network f that learns statistical features from multiple kernels without manual parameter tuning, i.e., f (X ) = ϕ(X ), where X is the sensor data, and ϕ is a feature mapping function that extracts high-dimensional or even infinite-dimensional features from d-dimensional data space to Hilbert space H . As the technique of kernel embedding for representing an arbitrary distribution requires the feature mapping to be injective, the neural network should meet the requirement of f −1 (f (X )) = X for all possible X . Therefore, the authors utilized an autoencoder to guarantee the injectivity of the feature mapping. They also introduced an extra loss function based on MMD distance to force the autoencoder to learn good feature representations of inputs. Extensive experiments on four datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of the statistical feature extraction methods. Although extracting statistical features has been explored in a deep-learning-based way, more reasonable and meaningful explanations on the extracted features are still undeveloped.
Annotation Scarcity
Section 3.1 surveys the recent deep learning methods for extracting distinguishable features from sensory data. We can see that most of them are supervised methods. One main characteristic of supervised learning methods is the necessity of a mass of labeled data to train the discriminative models. However, such a substantial amount of reliable labeled data is not always available for two reasons. Firstly, the annotation process is expensive, time-consuming, and very tedious. Secondly, labels are subject to various sources of noise, such as sensor noise, segmentation issues, and the variation of activities across different people, which makes the annotation process error-prone. Therefore, researchers have begun to investigate unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning approaches to reduce the dependence on massive annotated data.
Unsupervised
Learning. Unsupervised learning is mainly used for exploratory data analysis to discover patterns among data. In [83] , the authors examined the feasibility of incorporating unsupervised learning methods in activity recognition. In [144] , the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and Hidden Markov Model Regression are used to analyze temporal acceleration data. Nevertheless, the community of activity recognition still needs more effective methods to deal with the high-dimensional and heterogeneous sensory data for activity recognition.
Recently, deep generative models such as Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) and autoencoders have become dominant for unsupervised learning. DBNs and autoencoders are composed of multiple layers of hidden units. They are useful in extracting features and finding patterns in massive data. Also, deep generative models are more robust against overfitting problems as compared to discriminative models [97] . So, researchers tend to use them as the process of feature extraction to exploit unlabeled data as it is easy and cheap to collect unlabeled activity datasets. According to Erhan et al. in [39] , a generative pretraining of a deep model guides the discriminative training to better generalization solutions. Pretraining a deep network on large-scale unlabeled datasets in an unsupervised fashion thus became very common. The whole process for recognition can be divided into two parts. Firstly, the input data are fed to feature extractors, which are usually deep generative models, for pretraining, in order to extract features. Secondly, a top-layer or other classifier is added and then trained with labeled data in a supervised fashion for classification. During the supervised training, weights in the feature extractor may be fine-tuned. For example, DBN-based activity recognition models are implemented in [6] . The unsupervised pretraining is followed by fine-tuning the learned weights in an up-down manner with available labeled samples.
In [56] , the same pretraining process is conducted, but Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are applied to learn a generative model of the input features. In another work [111] , Plötz et al. proposed to use autoencoders for unsupervised feature learning as an alternative to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for activity recognition in ubiquitous computing. And the authors in [33, 47, 177] employed the variants of autoencoders such as stacked autoencoders [33] , stacked denoising autoencoders [47] , and CNN autoencoders [177] to combine automatic feature learning and dimensionality reduction in one integrated neural network for activity recognition. In a recent work [11] , Bai et al. proposed a method called Motion2Vector to convert a time period of activity data into a movement vector embedding within a multidimensional space. To fit with the context of activity recognition, they use a bidirectional LSTM to encode the input blocks of the temporal wrist-sensing data. Two hidden states generated are concatenated to form the embedded vectors which can be considered as an appropriate representation of the input movement. Classifiers such as C4.5, K nearest neighbor, and random forest are trained later for classification. The experiments showed that this method can achieve accuracy of higher than 87% when tested on public datasets.
Despite the success of deep generative models in unsupervised learning for human activity recognition, unsupervised learning still cannot undertake the activity recognition tasks independently since unsupervised learning is not capable of identifying the true labels of activities without any labeled samples presenting the ground truth. Therefore, the aforementioned methods should be considered as semi-supervised learning, in which both labeled data and unlabeled data are leveraged for training the neural networks. 
3.2.2
Semi-supervised Learning. Semi-supervised learning has become a recent trend in activity recognition because of the difficulty in obtaining labeled data. A semi-supervised method requires less labeled data and massive labeled data for training. How to utilize unlabeled data for reinforcing the recognition system has become a point of interest. As deep learning is powerful in capturing patterns from data, various semi-supervised learning has been incorporated for activity recognition such as co-training, active learning, and data augmentation.
Co-training was proposed by Blum and Mitchell in 1998 [17] . It was an extension of selflearning. In self-learning approaches, a weak classifier is first trained with a small amount of labeled data. This classifier is used for classifying the unlabeled samples. The samples with high confidence can be labeled and added to the labeled set for re-training the classifier. In co-training, multiple classifiers are employed, each of which is trained with one individual view of training data. Likewise, the classifiers select unlabeled samples to add to the labeled set by confidence score or majority voting. The whole process of co-training can be seen in Figure 4 (a) . With the training set augmented, the classifiers are enhanced. Blum and Mitchell [17] suggested that co-training is fully effective under three conditions: (a) multiple views of training data are not strongly correlated, (b) each view contains sufficient information for learning a weak classifier, (c) the views are mutually redundant. In respect of sensor-based human activity recognition, co-training is compatible because multiple modalities can be regarded as multiple views. Chen et al. [28] applied co-training with multiple classifiers on different modalities of the data. Three classifiers are trained on acceleration, angular velocity, and magnetism, respectively. The learned classifiers are used for predicting the unlabeled data after each training round. If most of the classifiers reach an agreement on predicting an unlabeled sample, this sample is labeled and moved to the labeled set for the next training round. The training flow is repeated until no confident samples can be labeled, or the unlabeled set is empty. Then a new classifier is trained on the final labeled set with all modalities.
The process of co-training is like the process of human learning. People can learn new knowledge from existing experience, and new knowledge can be used to summarize and accumulate experience. Experience and knowledge constantly interact with each other. Similarly, co-training uses current models to select new samples that they can learn from, and the samples help to train the models for the next selection. However, automatic labeling may introduce errors. Acquiring correct labels can improve accuracy.
Active learning is another category in semi-supervised learning. Different from self-learning and co-learning which label the unlabeled samples automatically, active learning requires annotators who are usually experts or users to label the data manually. In order to lighten the burden of labeling, the goal of active learning is to select the most informative unlabeled instances for annotators to label and improve the classifiers with these data so that minimal human supervision is needed. Here the most informative instances denote the instances that bring the most enormous impact on the model if their labels are available. A general framework of active learning can be seen in Figure 4 (b) . It includes a classifier, a query strategy, and an annotator. The classifier learns from a small amount of labeled data, selects one or a set of the most useful unlabeled samples via query strategy, ask the annotator for true labels, and utilize the new labels for further training and next query. The active learning process is also a loop. It stops when it meets the stop criteria. There are two common query strategies for selecting the most profitable samples which are uncertainty and diversity. Uncertainty can be measured by information entropy. Larger entropy means higher uncertainty and better informativeness. Diversity means that the queried samples should be comprehensive, and the information provided by them are non-repetitive and non-redundant. In [140] , the authors applied two query strategies. One of them is to select samples with lowest prediction confidence, and the other one resort to the idea of co-training, but it oppositely selects samples with high disagreement among classifiers.
Deep active learning approaches are deployed in activity recognition [59, 60] . Hossain et al. [59] considered that traditional active learning methods merely choose the most informative samples which only occupy a small fraction of the available data pool. In this way, a large number of samples that are not selected are discarded. Although the selected samples are vital for training, the discarded samples are also of value on account of the substantial amount. Therefore, they proposed a new method to combine active learning and deep learning in which not only the most informative unlabeled samples are queried but the less necessary samples are also leveraged. The data is first clustered with K-means clustering. While the intuitive idea is to query the optimal samples such as the centroids of the clusters, in this work, the neighboring samples are also queried. The experiments show that the proposed method can achieve the optimal results by labeling 10% of the data.
Hossain and Roy [60] further investigated two problems of deep active learning and human activity recognition. The first problem is that outliers can be easily mistaken for important samples. When entropy is calculated for selection, apart from informativeness, larger entropy may also mean outliers because outliers belong to none of the classes. Therefore, a joint loss function was proposed in [60] to address this problem. Cross-entropy loss and information loss are jointly minimized to reduce the entropy of outliers. The second problem considered in this work is how to reduce the workload of annotators as annotators are required to master domain knowledge for accurate labels. Multiple annotators are employed in this work. They are selected from the intimate people of users. The annotator selection is made by the reinforcement learning algorithm according to the heterogeneity and the relations of users. The contextual similarity is used to measure the relations among users and annotators. The experimental results show that this work has an 8% improvement in accuracy and has a higher convergence rate.
Co-training and active learning are based on the same idea of rebuilding the model upon labels of unlabeled data. Different from these, another method is to synthesize new activity data, which can be applied when data collection is challenging in specific scenarios such as resource-limited or high-risk scenarios.
Data augmentation with synthesizing data indicates generating massive fake data from a small amount of real data so the fake data can facilitate to train the models. One popular tool is Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). GAN was firstly introduced in [44] . GAN is powerful in synthesizing data that follow the distribution of training data. A GAN is composed of two parts, a generator and a discriminator. The generator creates synthetic data and the discriminator evaluates them for authenticity. The goal of the generator is to generate data that are genuine enough to cheat the discriminator while the goal of the discriminator is to identify images generated by the generator as fake. The training is in an adversarial way, which is based on a min-max theory. During training, the generator and the discriminator mutually improve their performance in generation and discrimination. Variants of GANs has been applied to different fields such as language generation [113] and image generation [193] .
The first work about data augmentation with synthesizing sensory data for activity recognition is called SensoryGANs [153] . As sensory data is heterogeneous, a unified GAN may not be enough to depict the complex distribution of different activity, Wang et al. employed three activity-specific GANs for three activities. After generation, the synthetic data are fed into classifiers for prediction with original data. We should note that although this work uses deep generative networks, the generation process depends on labels so the process is not unsupervised. Zhang et al. [188] proposed to use semi-supervised GAN for activity recognition. Different from regular GAN, the discriminator in semi-supervised GAN makes a K + 1 class classification which includes activity classification and fake data identification. To ensure the distribution of the generated data to trend to the authentic distribution, a prearranged distribution is provided as inputs by Variational AutoEncoders (VAEs) instead of Gaussian noises. The aim of VAEs is to provide distributions that represent the distributions of input data. Moreover, VAE++ was proposed to guarantee that the inputs are exclusive for each training sample. Overall, the unified framework combining VAE++ and semi-supervised GAN proves to be effective in activity recognition. Table 2 summarises recent deep learning based works for annotation scarcity in activity recognition.
Class Imbalance
The primary contributor to the success of deep learning technique is the availability of a large volume of training data due to modern information technology. Most existing research on human activity recognition follows a supervised learning manner, which requires a significant amount of labeled data to train a deep model. However, some sensor data of specific activities are challenging to obtain, such as those related to falls of older people. In addition, raw data recorded from unconstrained conditions is naturally class-imbalanced. When using an imbalanced dataset, conventional models [188] tend to predict the class with the majority number of training samples while ignoring the class with few available training samples. Therefore, it is urgent to determine the class imbalance issue for developing an effective activity recognition model. The most intuitive path to tackling the imbalance problem is to sub-sample the class with the largest number of samples. However, such a method is at the risk of reducing the total amount of training samples and omitting some critical samples with featured characteristics. In contrast, augmenting new samples to the class with a minority number of samples could not only keep all original samples but also enhance models' robustness. Grzeszick et al. [46] utilized two augmentation methods, Gaussian noises perturbation and interpolation, to tackle the problem of class imbalance. The augmentation approaches could preserve the coarse structure of the data, but a random time jitter in the sensorâĂŹs sampling process is simulated. They created a larger number of samples for the under-represented classes and ensure that each class has at least a certain percentage of data in the training set. Another direction of solving the imbalance concern is to modify the model-building strategy instead of directly balancing the training dataset. In [49] , Guan and Plötz utilized the F 1-score rather than the conventional cross-entropy as the loss function to address the imbalance problem. Because the F 1-score considers both the recall and precision aspects, classes with different numbers of training samples are equally taken into account. Besides the class imbalance of original datasets, it is also a non-negligible problem for a semi-supervised framework as the process of gradually labeling unlabeled samples may create uneven new numbers of labels across different classes. Chen et al. [28] concerned class imbalance in small labeled datasets. They leveraged a semi-supervised framework, co-training, to enrich the labeled set in cyclic training rounds. To balance the training samples across classes while simultaneously maintain the distributions of the samples, a pattern-preserving strategy was proposed before the training phase of the co-training framework. K-means clustering was first adopted to mine latent activity patterns of each activity. Then, sampling is applied to each pattern. The main goal is to guarantee that the numbers of all the patterns of all activities are even.
Heterogeneity
Many state-of-the-art approaches for human activity recognition assume that the training data and the test data are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, this is impractical since sensory data for activity recognition is heterogeneous. The heterogeneity of sensory data can be divided into three categories. The first one is the heterogeneity with users which stems from different motion patterns when activities are performed by different people. The second heterogeneity is with time. In a dynamic streaming environment, data distributions of activities are changing over time, and new activities may also emerge. The third category is the heterogeneity with sensors. Sensors used for human activity recognition are usually sensitive. A small variation in sensors can cause a significant disturbance in the sensory data. The factors that may potentially bring about heterogeneity with sensors include sensor instances, types, positions, and layouts in the environment. Considering the three categorizes of heterogeneity, in real-world scenarios where sensing devices are deployed without restrictions, distribution divergence can be observed between the training data and the test data, and a sudden drop in the recognition accuracy raises concerns.
Before taking a closer look at the factors that cause heterogeneity in sensory data, we briefly introduce transfer learning. Transfer learning is a common machine learning technique that transfers the classification ability of the learning model from one predefined setting to a dynamic setting. Transfer learning is particularly effective in solving heterogeneity problems. It avoids the decline in the performance of learning models when the training data and the test data follow different distributions. In the activity recognition context, this problem appears when activity recognition models are deployed for application in a different configuration with where they are trained. In transfer learning, source domain refers to domains that contain massive annotated data and knowledge, and the goal is to leverage the information from the source domain to annotate the samples in the target domain. Regarding activity recognition, the source domain corresponds to the original configuration, and the target domain denotes the new deployment that the system has never encountered (e.g., new activities, new users, new sensors). In the following sections, we detailedly introduce three categorizes of heterogeneity and how the state-of-the-art approaches manage to mitigate the heterogeneity. Most of them are based on transfer learning.
Heterogeneity with Users.
Owing to biological and environmental factors, the same activity can be performed differently by different individuals. For example, some people walk slowly and some may prefer to walk faster and more dynamically. Since people have diverse behavior patterns, data from different users are distributed variously. Usually, if the models are trained and tested with data that are collected from a specific user, the accuracy can be rather high. However, this setting is impractical. In practical human activity recognition scenarios, while a certain number of participants' data can be collected and annotated for training, the target users are usually unseen by the systems. So the distribution divergence between the training data and the test data appears as a challenge in human activity recognition, and the performance of the models falls dramatically across users. The research on personalized learning models for a specific user is significant. Model personalization for a specific user with only a small amount of data from the target user has proved to be valid in [157] . Recently, personalized deep learning models for heterogeneity with users in activity recognition have been explored. Woo et al. [158] proposed an approach to build an RNN model for each individual. Learning Hidden Unit Contributions (LHUC) were applied in [94] where a particular layer with few parameters is inserted between every two hidden layers of CNN, and the parameters are trained using a small amount of data. Rokni et al. [124] proposed to personalize their models with transfer learning. In the training phase, CNN is firstly trained with data collected from a few participants (source domain). In the test phase, only the top layers of the CNN are fine-tuned with a small amount of data for the target users (target domain). Annotation for target users is required. GAN is also serviceable for addressing heterogeneity with users. In [139] , the authors generated data of the target domain directly from the source domain with GANs to enhance the training of the classifier. Chen et al. [26] further defined person-specific discrepancy and taskspecific consistency for people-centric sensing applications. Person-specific discrepancy means the distribution divergence of data collected from different people, and task-specific consistency denotes the inherent similarity of the same activity. Their learned features not only reduce person-specific discrepancy but also preserve task-specific consistency, guaranteeing the recognition accuracy after transferring. Human activity recognition systems collect dynamic and streaming data that logs people's motions. In a real-world recognition system, the initial training data that portrays a set of activities is collected to train the original model, and the model is then configured for future activity recognition. In long-term systems which are longer than months or even years, a natural feature that we should concern is that the streaming sensory data changes over time. Three problems can be derived from the heterogeneity with time in line with the extent of change and the extent of the need in recognizing the new concepts of data. They are the concept drift problem, the concept evolution problem, and the open-set problem. Concept Drift. Figure 5(a) shows the first problem of heterogeneity with time in activity recognition called concept drift [132] . It denotes the distribution shift between the training domain and the test domain (or the source domain and the target domain). Concept drift can be abrupt or gradual [1] . To accommodate the drift, deep learning models should incorporate incremental training to continuously learn new concepts of human activities from newly coming data. For example, an ensemble classifier termed multi-column bi-directional LSTM was proposed in [143] . The model leverages new training samples gradually via incremental learning. Active learning is a special type of incremental learning. In streaming data systems, active learning is able to query ground truth for some samples when change is detected in the data streams. It encourages to select the most efficient samples to update the models for the new concepts. That is why active learning can facilitate deep learning models to mitigate the heterogeneity with time of the streaming sensory data [50, 130] . In this way, Gudur et al. [50] proposed a deep Bayesian CNN with dropout to obtain the uncertainties of the model and select the most informative data points to be queried according to the uncertainty query strategy. Owing to the active learning, the model supports updating continuously and capturing the changes of data over time.
Concept Evolution. Figure 5(b) represents the distribution of concept evolution. Concept evolution denotes the emergence of new activities in the streaming data. The appearance of concept evolution is because collecting labeled data for all kinds of activities in the initial learning phase is impractical. Firstly, despite the effort, the initial training set in an activity recognition system is only able to contain a limited number of activities. Secondly, people can perform new activities that they never did before the initial training of the activity recognition system (e.g., learning to play guitar for the first time). Thirdly, it is difficult to collect some certain activities such as people falling down. However, these activities still may appear in the test or the application phase. Thus, in the application phase, the concepts of the new activities still need to be learned. It is essential to study activity recognition systems which can recognize new activities in the streaming data settings. Nevertheless, this is difficult due to the restricted access to annotated data in the application phase. One approach is to decompose activities into mid-level features such as arm up, arm down, leg up, and leg down. This method demands experts to define the mid-level attributes for further training, and the capability is limited when new activities composed of new attributes appear [102] . Other deep learning methods for activity concept evolution are still less explored, so some researchers take a step back and study the problem of open-set.
Open-Set. Open-set problem is currently a trending topic. Before that, most of the state-of-the-art works are for "closed-set" problems where the training set and the test set contain the same set of activities. Open-set also originates from the fact that we can never collect sufficient kinds of activities in the initial training phase. But compared with concept evolution problems, the solutions to open-set problems only need to identify whether the test samples belong to the target activities, rather than exactly recognize the activities. Figure 5(c) represents the distribution of open-set problems where the shadow means the space where new activities may emerge. An intuitive solution to open-set problems is to build a negative set so that they can be considered in a closed-set way. A deep model based on GAN is proposed in [165] . The authors generate fake samples with GAN to construct the negative set, and the discriminator of the GAN can be seamlessly used as the open-set classifier.
Heterogeneity with Sensors.
Sensors used for activity recognition include wearable and ambient sensors. Due to the sensitivity of sensors, a tiny variation in the sensors may lead to substantial changes in the data collected or transmitted by the sensors. The influential factors of sensors include the instances, types, positions, and layouts in the environment. For illustrate, different instances of sensors may have different parameters such as the sampling rate; different types of sensors collect totally different types of data with varying shapes, frequencies, and scales; wearable sensors attached to positions of human body can only record motions in the corresponding body parts; environmental layouts of device-free sensors influence the propagation of signals. All of these factors may cause drops in the recognition accuracy when the classifiers are not trained for specific device deployments. Therefore, seamless deep learning models for activity recognition in the wild is necessary. [99] proves that features learned by deep learning models are transferable across sensor types and sensor deployments for activity recognition, especially the features extracted in the lower layers, which agrees with previous conclusions in [170] .
Sensor Instances. Even when data is collected in the same setting, and only the sensor instances are different, for example, a person replaces his smartphone with a new one, the recognition accuracy still declines soon. Both the hardware and the software are responsible. In fact, owing to the imperfections in the production process, sensor chips show variation in the same conditions [35] . Also, the performance of devices differs in different software platforms [18] . For example, APIs, resolutions, and other factors are all influential to the performance of sensors. There have been a few works developing deep learning models to address heterogeneity problems caused by different sensor instances. One notable work is data augmentation with GANs [93] . Data augmentation is a solution of enriching training sets so that both the size and the quality of training sets meet the requirement of training a powerful deep learning model. A heterogeneity generator that synthesizes heterogeneous data from different sensor instances under various degrees of disturbance is developed in [93] . The aim is to replenish the training set with sufficient heterogeneity. Moreover, the authors deploy a heterogeneity pipeline with two parameters that control the heterogeneity of the training set. This approach tackles the challenge of heterogeneity with device instances.
Sensor Types and Positions. In this section, we introduce the heterogeneity of sensory data caused by different sensor types and positions on human bodies because these two factors usually appear together. Thanks to the pervasiveness of wearables sensors and IoT equipment, people can wear more than one smart devices to assist their daily life. And it is also common that users replace their smart devices or buy new electronic products. Since some devices are based on the same platforms (e.g., iPhone and Apple Watch), people prefer the activity recognition system to seamlessly recognize activities that are observed by the new device with models trained with the old devices. In terms of positions, the devices should be attached to different body positions according to the types. For example, a smartwatch should be attached to the user's wrist while a smartphone can be put in a trouser pocket or a shirt pocket. It is obvious that different body positions of the devices will lead to tremendous changes in the signals collected because the signals are stimulated by the motions of corresponding body parts. Therefore, there are two issues raised by such changes that urgently need to be considered to address the heterogeneity with sensor types and positions. Firstly, massive data from the new sensors or new positions is required so that the new distribution can be estimated rather completely. Secondly, most of the existing works still mediocrely characterize the old data and the new data with the same features, which is impractical when sensor types and positions are not fixed. For instance, KL divergence is minimized between the parameters of CNNs which are trained by the old data and the new data, respectively in [72] . In order to address the issue mentioned, Akbari and Jafari [2] designed stochastic features that are not only discriminative for classification but also able to reserve the inherent structures of the sensory data. The stochastic feature extraction model is based on a generative autoencoder.
Wang et al. [155] further posed a question about how to select the best source positions for transfer when there are multiple source positions available. This question is pragmatic since the smart devices can be placed in diverse positions such as in the hand, in a pocket, or on the nose (e.g., goggles), and inappropriate selection may lead to negative transfer. [43] proves that the similarity between domains in transfer learning is determinative. [155] suggests that higher similarity indicates better transfer performance between two domains. Therefore, Chen et al. [29] assumed that data samples of the same activities are aggregated in the distribution space even when they are from different sensors. They propose a stratified distance which is class-wise to measure the distances between domains. Wang et al. [155] proposed a semantic distance and a kinetic distance to measure domain distances, where the semantic distance involves spatial relationships between data collected from two positions and the kinetic information concerns the relationships of motion kinetic energy between two domains.
Sensor Layouts and Environments Sensor layouts are in regard to device-free sensors such as WiFi and RFID. The signals collected by the receivers are usually considerably influenced by the layouts and the environments. The reason is that during the signals are transmitted, the signals are inevitably reflected, refracted, and diffracted by media and barriers such as air, glass, and walls. And the spatial positions of the receivers also play a role. Despite the maturity in building classification models for device-free activity recognition, very few works focus on how to get equally accurate recognition performance when sensors are configured in the wild. One example is [66] , where an adversarial network is incorporated with deep feature extraction models to remove the environment-specific information and extract the environment-independent features.
It should be noted that all the aforementioned methods need either labeled or unlabeled data from the target domain to update their models. In real activity recognition systems, a one-fits-all model that only requires one-time training and is general enough to fit all scenarios is indispensable. Zheng et al. [192] defined a new Body-coordinate Velocity Profile (BVP) to capture domain-independent features. The features represent power distributions over different velocities of participated body parts and are unique to individual activities. The experimental results show that BVP is advantageous in cross-domain learning, and it fits all kinds of domain factors including users, sensor types, and sensor layouts. One-fits-all is a new direction for researchers to mitigate the heterogeneity problem in activity recognition.
In conclusion, we review three categories of heterogeneity in activity recognition. They are caused by different users, time streaming, and sensor deployments. They are further categorized according to the extent of change or the main reason for changes. Table 3 summarises all the deep learning approaches for heterogeneity in activity recognition that are introduced in this section. [192] 
Composite Activities
Despite the success of applying a variety of deep learning models to recognizing human activities, the majority of existing research focuses on simple activities like walking, standing, and jogging, which are usually characterized by repeated actions or single body posture. The simple activities are basic and thus process lower-level semantics. In contrast, more composite activities may contain a sequence of simple actions and have higher-level semantics, e.g., working, having dinner, and preparing coffee, which can better reflect peopleâĂŹs daily life. As a result, it is desirable to recognize more complicated and high-level human activities for most practical human-computer interaction scenarios. Since not only human body movements but also context information of surrounding environments are required for composite activity recognition, it is a more challenging task compared to recognizing simple activities. In addition, designing effective experiments for collecting sensor data for composite activities is also a challenging task that requires rich experience of using diverse sorts of sensors and plans of human-computer interaction applications. Therefore, the development of composite activity recognition is much more unexplored than simple activities.
Existing studies on composite activity recognition can be categorized into two streams. The first one mixes complex and simple activities and tries to create a unified model to recognize both kinds of activities. For example, experiments are designed [150] to collect data of both simple and composite activities of in-home daily living. Although the authors used wrist-worn sensors, they could capture information about ambient environments, body movement, as well as human locations. There are twenty-two simple and composite activities attributed to four strategies: 1) Locomotive (e.g., walk indoor, run indoor); 2) Semantic (e.g., clean utensil and cooking); 3) Transitional (e.g., indoor to outdoor and walk upstairs); and 4) Postural/ relatively Stationary (e.g., standing and lying on bed). A simple multi-layer feedforward neural network was created to recognize all the activities with a high average test accuracy of 90%. However, the results are obtained with the subject-dependent setting, where training and test samples are from the sample subject, which limits the proposed method's adaptability.
The second strategy is to consider composite activities separately from simple ones and to further regard a composite activity as the combination of a series of simple activities. This hierarchical manner is more intuitive and attracts stronger research interests. However, applying deep learning techniques to this area is still underexplored. One of the few deep learning works is [107] where the authors developed a multi-task learning approach to recognize both simple and composite activities simultaneously. To be concrete, the authors divided a composite activity into multiple simple activities that were represented by a series of sequential sensor signal segments. The signal segments are first input into CNNs to extract representations of low-level activities, which are then loaded into a softmax classifier for recognizing simple activities. At the same time, the CNNextracted features of all segments are taken into an LSTM network to exploit their correlations and consequently results in a high-level semantic activity classification. In such a way, the priori of simple activities being the components of a composite activity is utilized by the shared deep feature extractor. Different from the joint learning manner, [32] infers a sequence of simple activities and its corresponding composite activity by using two conditional probabilistic models alternatively. The authors used an estimated action sequence to infer the composite activity, where the temporal correlations of simple actions are extracted for the composite activity classification. In reverse, the predicted composite activity is utilized to help derive the simple activity sequence at the next time step. As a result, the predictions of the sequence of simple activities and composite activities are mutually updated based on each other during the inference. The deep learning technique was used for feature extraction from raw signals. The experiment results showed increasing accuracy as a composite activity evolved. Even though these works have demonstrated promising solutions to recognizing composite activities, there exists a major concern that properly cutting a raw time-serial signal into segments of individual simple actions is the basis for success.
Data Segmentation
As original sensor data is represented by continuously streaming signals, a fixed-size window is always used to partition raw sensor data sequences into segments as input into a model for activity recognition. This is essential to overcome the limitation of the sample of a single time step to provide adequate information about an activity. Ideally, one partitioned data segment processes only one activity, and thus model a model predicts a single label for all the samples within a single window. However, the samples in one window may not always share the same label when an activity transition occurs in the middle of the window. Therefore, an optimal segmentation approach is critical to increasing activity recognition accuracy.
An intuitive manner is to attempt various fixed window sizes empirically. Nevertheless, although a larger window size provides richer information, it increases the possibility that a transition occurs in the middle of windows. On the contrary, a smaller window size cannot afford enough information. In light of this issue, [3] reports a hierarchical signal segmentation method, which initially used a large window size and gradually narrowed down the segmentation until only one activity is in a sub-window. The narrow down criterion is that two consecutive windows have different labels or confidence of the classifier is less than a threshold. Different from the hierarchical framework, some researchers explored to directly assign a label for each time-step instead of predicting a window as a whole [168, 190] . Inspired by semantic segmentation in the computer vision community, the authors employed fully connected networks (FCNs) to achieve such a goal. In an FCN, data from a large window size is input, and a 1D CNN layer is used to replace the final fully-connected softmax layer, where the length of the feature map equals to time steps and the number of the feature maps equals to the number of activity classes, to predict a label for each time step. Therefore, the FCNs could not only use the information of the corresponding time step itself but also utilize the information of its neighboring time steps. In [148] , Varamin et al. designed a multi-label architecture to simultaneously predict the number of ongoing activities and the occurring possibility of each alternative activity within a window. Using the optimal parameters learned from the training dataset, a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) inference was adopted to output the most likely activity set by combining the multi-label outputs.
Concurrent Activity
In real-world scenarios, in addition to performing each activity one after another in a sequential fashion, a person may carry out more than one activity at the same time, which is called concurrent activities. For instance, one may make a phone call when watching TV. From the angle of sensor signals, a piece of data may correspond to multiple ground truth labels. Therefore, concurrent activity recognition can be abstracted as a multi-label task. Note that the concurrent activity is executed by a single subject.
Zhang et al. [189] designed an individual fully-connected network for each candidate activity on top of shared multimodal fusion features. The final decision-make layer classified each activity independently by independent softmax layers. A key drawback of this kind of structure is that the computational cost would increase considerably with the number of activities rises. To resolve this issue, the authors further proposed to use a single neuron with the siдmoid activation to make binary classification (performed or not) for each activity [87] . Okita and Inoue [105] also targeted the concurrent activity recognition and suggested a multi-layer LSTM framework to make classification of each activity from each LSTM layer. The pace of exploring deep learning methods on concurrent activity recognition is still slow, and there is a large room to improve.
Multi-occupant Activity
Most of the state-of-the-art human activity recognition research focuses on monitoring and assisting people with regard to single-occupant. Nevertheless, living and working spaces are usually resided by multiple subjects; hence, designing solutions for handling multi-occupant is of notably practical significance. There are mainly two types of multi-occupant activities: parallel activity where occupants perform activities individually such as one occupant is eating while the other one is watching TV and collaborative activity where multiple occupants collaborate together to perform the same activity such as two subjects play table tennis [16] . For the parallel activity recognition, when only wearable-sensors are used, it can be divided into multiple single-occupant activity recognition tasks and solved by conventional solutions; while ambient or object sensors are used, data association of mapping sensed signals to the occupant who actually causes the generation of the data becomes the major challenge, which gets more serious as the number of occupants in the space increases. The problem of data association is crucial to the multi-occupant scenario since failing to do so, data would be useless and could even endanger the life of residents in telehealth applications. For the collaborative activity, human interactions and instruments are generally involved; thus, context and object-use information play vital roles in designing recognition solutions. Although the multi-occupant activity recognition is of great meaning, its deep learning-based research is still limited.
In [127] , both wearable and ambient sensors were used to recognize group activities of two occupants. The ambient sensors were leveraged for extracting context information which is represented by disparate functional indoor areas. The sensor data of different occupants was input into different RBMs separately and then merged into a sequential network, a DBN and an MLP for the inference of the group activity. Pretty high accuracy of nearly 100% was achieved. However, most targeting scenarios that two occupants performed the same activity together were constrained. On the contrary, Tran et al. [146] did not restrain the occupants to act together. It aimed at recognizing activities for each occupant separately. A multi-label RNN was created with each RNN cell responding to activity recognition of one occupant. Nevertheless, the authors only used ambient sensors and did not propose a specific solution to the data association issue.
Computation Cost
Although deep learning models have shown dominant accuracy in the sensor-based human activity recognition community, they are typically resource-intensive. For example, the early DCNN architecture, AlexNet [74] , which has five CNN layers and three fully-connected layers, processes 61M parameters (249MB of memory) and performs 1.5B high precision operations to make a prediction. For non-portable applications, Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) are usually leveraged to accelerate computation. However, GPUs are very expensive and power-hungry so that not suitable for real-time applications on mobile devices. Moreover, current research has demonstrated that making a neural network deeper by introducing additional layers and nodes is a critical approach to improving model performance, which inevitably increases computational complexity. Therefore, it is essential and challenging to resolve the issue of high computation cost to realize real-time and reliable human activity recognition on mobile devices by deep learning models.
Considering deep neural networks are more effective in feature extraction than shallow ones, a combination of human-crafted and deep features is a potential solution to lowering computation cost. In [119] , the authors incorporated the spectrogram features with only one CNN layer and two fully-connected layers for human activity recognition. The hybrid architecture showed comparative recognition accuracy to state-of-the-art methods through evaluation on four benchmark datasets. To validate the feasibility of real-time usage, the authors implemented the proposed method on three different mobile platforms, including two smartphones and one on-node unit. The results revealed milliseconds to tens of milliseconds computational time of one prediction suggesting the possibility of real-time applications. [110] also demonstrates the combination of hand-crafted features and a neural network is a potential plan to achieve real-time activity recognition on a mobile device. In addition to the cascade structure of hand-crafted features and deep learning features, [118] proposed to arranged the deep learning features and hand-crafted features in parallel before fed into a fully-connected classifier. This structure could increase recognition accuracy with only a small gain of computational consumption.
Optimizing basic neural network cells and structure is another intuitive scheme of decreasing computation complexity. In [151] , Vu et al. used a self-gated recurrent neural network (SGRNN) cell to not only decline the complexity of a standard LSTM but also prevent the gradient vanishing problem. Their experiments displayed superior computation efficiency to LSTM and GRU in terms of the running time and model size. However, the running time was still in the order of hundreds of milliseconds and no real-world evaluation on mobile devices is carried out to show possible real-time implementation. For CNN-based methods, declining the filter size is an effective means to reduce the model size and thus could optimize the memory consumption and the number of computation operations. For example, [118] utilized 1D-CNNs instead of 2D-CNNs to control the model size. A more insightful strategy to dealing with both the storage and computational problems is the quantization of network [58] . This scheme is to constraint the weights and outputs of activation functions to only two values (e.g., -1, +1) instead of continuous numbers. There are three major benefits to resources cost brought by network quantization: 1) the memory usage and model size are greatly reduced when compared to the full and precise networks; 2) the bitwise operations are considerably more efficient than conventionally used either floating or fixed-point arithmetic; 3) if bitwise operations are used, then most multiply-accumulate operations (require hundreds of logic gates at least) can be replaced by popcount-XNOR operations (only require a single logic gate), which are especially well suited for FPGAs and ASICs [166] . In [166] , Yang et al. explored a 2-bit CNN with weights and activations constrained to {-0.5, 0, 0.5} for efficient activity recognition. The proposed binary model achieved a better performance tradeoff with regards to recognition accuracy close to that of the full-precision counterpart and ∼ 9× acceleration on CPUs and ∼ 11× memory saving. Edel and Köppe [38] also studied the quantization of network for constructing a lightweight and fast deep learning model. Their Binarized-Bidirectional LSTM network obtained recognition accuracy only 2% lower but 75% computation time saving compared to its full-precision counterpart.
Privacy
The main application of human activity recognition is to monitor human behaviors so the sensors need to capture the activities of a user continuously. Since the way an activity is carried out varies among users (due to age, gender, weight, and so on), it is possible for an adversary to infer user sensitive information such as age through the time series sensor data. Specifically, for the deep learning technique, its black-box characteristic may be at the risk of revealing user-discriminative features unintentionally. In [65] , the authors investigated the privacy issue of using CNN features for human activity recognition. Their empirical studies revealed that although CNN is trained with a cross-entropy loss only targeting activity classification, the obtained CNN features still showed powerful user-discriminative ability. A simple logistic regressor could achieve a high user-classification accuracy of 84.7% when using the CNN features basically extracted for activity while the same classifier could only obtain 35.2% user-classification accuracy on raw sensor data. Therefore, it is essential to address the privacy leakage potentials of a deep learning model originally used for human activity recognition.
To address this concern, some researchers explored to utilize an adversarial loss function to minimize the discriminative accuracy of specific privacy information during the training process. For example, Iwasawa et al. [65] proposed to integrate an adversarial loss with the standard activity classification loss to minimize the user identification accuracy. The authors of [92] and [91] also adopted the similar idea to prevent privacy leakage. Their experiment results show an effective reduction of inferring accuracy for sensitive information. However, an adversarial loss function can only be used for protecting one kind of private information, such as user identity and gender. In addition, the adversarial loss goes against the end-to-end training process that making it hard to converge stably. Considering this gap, [179] borrowed the idea of image style transformation from the computer vision community to protect all private information at once. The authors creatively viewed raw sensor signals from two aspects: "style" aspect that describes how a user performs an activity and was influenced by user's identical information like age, weight, gender, height, et al.; "content" aspect that describes what activity a user performs. They proposed to transform raw sensor data to have the "content" unchanged but the "style" is similar to random noises. Therefore, the method has the potential to protect all sensitive information at once. Besides the data transformation strategy, data perturbation is another popular approach to resolve the privacy issue. For example, Lyu et al. proposed to tailor two kinds of data perturbation mechanisms: Random Projection and repeated Gompertz to achieve a better tradeoff between privacy and recognition accuracy [89] . Recently, differential privacy has gained increasing research attention due to its strong theoretical privacy guarantee. Phan et al. [109] proposed to perturb the objective functions of the traditional deep auto-encoder to enforce the ϵ-differential privacy. In addition to the privacy preservation in feature extraction layers, an ϵ-differential privacy preserving softmax layer was also developed for either classification or prediction. Different from the above approaches, this method provided theoretical privacy guarantees and error bounds.
Interpretability of Deep Learning Models in Sensory Data
Sensory data for human activity is high-dimensional and unreadable. A data sample may include diverse modalities (e.g., acceleration, angular velocity) from multiple positions (e.g., wrist, ankle) of the tester body in a time window. However, only a few of modalities from specific positions contribute to identifying certain activities [76] . For example, lying is distinguishable when people are horizontal (magnetism), and ascending stairs can be recognized by the forward and the upward acceleration of people's ankle. Unrelated modalities can introduce noise and deteriorate the recognition performance. Moreover, the significance of modalities changes over time. For instance, in a Parkinson disease detection system, anomaly only appears in gait in a short period instead of the entire time window [175] . Intuitively, the modalities show more considerable significance when the parts of the body are actively moving.
Despite the success of deep learning in activity recognition, the inner mechanisms of deep learning networks still remain unrevealed. Considering the varying salience of modalities and time intervals, it is necessary to interpret the neural networks to explore the factors of the models' decisions. For example, then a deep learning model identifies the user is walking, we tend to know which modality from which time interval is the determinant. Therefore, the interpretability of deep learning methods has become a new trend in human activity recognition.
The basic idea of interpretable deep learning methods is to automatically decide the importance of each part of the input data, and achieve high accuracy by omitting the unimportant parts and focusing on the salient parts. In fact, the standard fully connected layers already possess such capacity as they automatically reduce the weights of less important neurons during training. Li et al. [85] thereout proposed to use additional pooling layers to remove neurons with lower weights. However, this is largely insufficient since deep models still may encode some noise such as irrelevant modalities [175] . Some researchers [19, 163] visualized the features extracted by neural networks. Salient features are sent to the subsequent models after the authors find out their relationships to the activities from the visualization [163] . Nutter et al. [103] transformed sensory data to images so that visualization tools can be applied to the sensory data for more direct interpretability.
Attention mechanism is recently popular in deep learning areas. Attention mechanism is originally a concept in biology and psychology that illustrates how we restrict our attention to something crucial for better cognitive results. Inspired by this, researchers apply neural attention mechanisms to deep learning to give neural networks the capability of concentrating on a subset of inputs that really matters. Since the principle of deep attention models is to weigh input components, components with higher weights are assumed to be more tightly related to the recognition task and show greater influence over the models' decisions [133] . Some works employed attention mechanism to interpret deep model behaviors [178, 181, 183] . Back to human activity recognition, attention mechanism not only highlights the most distinguishable modalities and time intervals but also informs us of the most contributing modalities and body parts to specific activities. Deep attention approaches can be categorized into soft attention and hard attention based on their differentiability.
Soft Attention. In machine learning, "soft" means differentiable. Soft attention assigns weight from 0 to 1 to each element of the inputs. It decides how much attention to focus on each element. Soft attention uses softmax functions in the attention layers to compute the weights so the whole model is a fully differentiable deterministic mechanism where gradients can be propagated to other parts of the network as well as through the soft attention mechanism [180] . Attention layers is inserted into sequence-to-sequence LSTMs for feature extraction [142] . It is also inserted in the neural networks to tune the weights of all samples [101] in sliding windows since samples at different time points have varying contributions to activity recognition. Shen et al. [135] also considered the temporal context. They designed a segment-level attention approach to decide which time segment contains more information. Combined with gated CNN, the segment-level attention better extracts temporal dependencies. Zeng et al. [175] developed attention mechanisms in two perspectives. They first propose sensor attention on the inputs to extract the salient sensory modalities and then apply temporal attention to an LSTM to filter out the inactive data segments. Spatial and temporal attention mechanisms are also employed in [90] . Especially, the spatial dependencies are extracted by fusing the modalities with self-attention.
Hard Attention. Hard attention determines whether to attend to a part of inputs or not. The weight it assigns to an input part is either 0 or 1 so the problem is non-differentiable. The process involves making a sequence of selections about which part to attend to. For example, the model attends to a part of the input to obtain information, and decide where to attend in the next step based on the known information. The selection can be output by a neural network. However, since there is no ground truth indicating the correct selection policy, hard attention should be represented as a stochastic process. This is where deep reinforcement learning comes in. Deep reinforcement learning tackles the selection problems in deep learning and allows the models to propagate gradients in the space of selection policies [184] . With deep reinforcement learning, hard attention can be trained with softmax functions and the standard gradient descent with backpropagation.
Different reinforcement learning techniques can be applied to hard attention mechanisms in human activity recognition. Zhang et al. [187] use dueling deep Q networks as a core of hard attention to focus on the salient parts of multimodal sensory data. Chen et al. [25, 28] mined important modalities and elide undesirable features with policy gradient. The attention is embedded into an LSTM to make selections step by step because LSTM incrementally learns information in an episode. Chen et al. [27] further considered the intrinsic relations between activities and submotions from human body parts. They employ multiple agents to concentrate on modalities that are related to sub-motions. Multiple agents coordinate to portray the activities. The visualization of the selected modalities and body parts validates that the attention mechanism provides insights into how sensory data elements affect the models' prediction of activities. 
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
To develop full potential of deep learning in human activity recognition, some future research directions are worthy of further investigation. Future directions can be stimulated by the challenges summarized in this work. Despite the effort devoted to these challenges, some of them are still not fully explored such as class imbalance, composite activities, concurrent activities, etc. Although current research works still lack comprehensive and reliable solutions for the challenges, they lay concrete foundations and show guidance for future directions. Moreover, there are other research directions that have rarely been explored before. We outline several key research directions that urgently need to be exploited as follows.
• Independent unsupervised methods. Human activity recognition needs a sufficient amount of annotated samples to train the deep learning models. Unsupervised learning can help mitigate such requirements. So far, deep unsupervised models used for human activity recognition are mainly used for extracting features but are not able to identify activities because there is no ground truth. Therefore, one potential method for unsupervised learning to infer true labels is to seek other knowledge, which leads us to a popular method, deep unsupervised transfer learning [15] . Another way is to resort to data-driven methods such as ontology [122] . • Identifying new activities. Identifying novel activities that have never been seen by the models is a big challenge in human activity recognition. A reliable model should be able to learn the new knowledge online and achieve accurate recognition without any ground truth. A promising way is to learn features that are scalable to diverse activities. While [102] enlightens us that mid-level attributes can be used to depict activities with a set of characteristics, disentangled features [145] may be another serviceable solution to representing novel activities. • Future activity prediction. Future activity prediction is an extension of activity recognition.
Unlike activity recognition, the activity prediction system can forecast users' behaviors in advance.
The prediction system is useful in detecting human intention so it can be applied to smart services, criminal detection and driver behavior prediction. In some common behavior tasks, the activities are usually in a certain order. Therefore, modeling the temporal dependencies across activities is beneficial to predict future predictions. LSTMs [9] are suitable for such tasks. But for long-span activities, LSTMs cannot contain such long dependencies. In this case, intention recognition based on brain signals [185] can assist to inspire activity prediction. • A standardization of the state-of-the-art. While hundreds of works have been investigated in deep learning and sensor-based human activity recognition, there lacks a standardization of the state-of-the-art for a fair comparison. The experiment settings and evaluation metrics for assessing the performance of activity recognition vary from paper to paper. While deep learning heavily relies on the training data, the division of training/ test/ validation sets influences the recognition results. Other factors including data processing and the implementation platforms also lead to skewed comparison. Therefore, having a mature standardization for all researchers is pressing. It is noteworthy that such an issue is absent in other areas. For example, ImageNet Challenge [129] meticulously defines details in the experiment setting to ensure impartial comparison. Jordao et al. [68] implemented and evaluated a set of existing works with standardized settings, but there is still no rigorous and well-recognized standardization in the field of human activity recognition.
CONCLUSION
This work aims at suggesting a rough guideline for novices and experienced researchers who have interest in deep learning methods for sensor-based human activity recognition. We present a comprehensive survey to summarize the current deep learning methods for sensor-based human activity recognition. We first introduce the multi-modality of the sensory data and available public datasets and their extensive utilization in different challenges. We then summarize the challenges in human activity recognition based on their reasons and analyze how existing deep methods are adopted to address the challenges. At the end of this work, we discuss the open issues and provide some insights for future directions.
